


Late in the war Japan developed a number of advanced weapon designs, 
many of which never made it past the prototype stage.  Now its time to let 
these weapons loose on the battlefield.  The units in this set were originally 
released as Kickstarter bonus units to Historical Board Gaming’s 
Amerika™. These rules are designed for Global War -2nd Edition. This is 
expansion is designated as “GOI” for reference in future rule sets. 

GLOBAL COMMAND SERIES 
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AMERIKA™- GLOBAL WAR COMPANION 

A Global War 2nd Edition Expansion 

Overview 
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Contents 

Japanese Units 

   K-200 Flying Boat x2 

   J8N-1 Jet Fighter x2 

   G10N1 Heavy Bomber x2 

   Ho-Ri Tank Destroyer x2 

   Chi-Ri Heavy Tank x2 

   Ho-Ni III Heavy Tank x2 



 

AMA 1.0 Technological Development & Weapons Acquisition:  There are two ways in 
which a nation may acquire the ability to purchase the units in this set.  These are 
listed under Availability section of each unit. 

By Availability Date: Some units simply become 
available for purchase on certain dates. Since 
each game year consists of two turns, these are 
listed as January or July of the game year (e.g. 
July of 1945 etc..).  Thus the first turn of a 
standard World War II game is July 1939, the 
second turn January 1940 etc… 

By Technological Development: Some units require certain technology to be 
developed at which point they become available for purchase (e.g. the K-
200 requires jet aircraft technology).   

 

Kawanishi K-200  [Maritime Patrol Seaplane] 

 
The K-200 was a turbo-jet powered flying maritime patrol 
aircraft designed for long-range maritime duties. The 
aircraft would have had 
numerous machine-gun 
armaments as well as 
torpedoes, bombs and 
depth charges. 

Availability:  When Japan develops jet aircraft technology 

Combat Patrol Range: 2 

Target Selection: 1-2 Naval Units 

Seaplane: The Kawanishi K-200 is a seaplane as per TDPB 1.0 (See Appendix.) 

GOI 1.0 Technology 

GOI 2.0 Japanese Units 

Unit Attack Defense Move Cost 

K-200 5 5 6  10 
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Unit Attack Defense Move Cost 

J8N1 Kikka 8 (5)* 8 (5)* 4  12 

Nakajima J8N1 Kikka  [Jet Fighter] 
 

The J8N1 Kikka was a Japanese 
jet fighter.  It arrived too late in the 
war to see service.   It was 
designed as a multi-role jet fighter 
and would have been used as an 
interceptor, ground attack aircraft and possibly Kamikaze 
weapon.  Early models were fitted with RATO (Rocket 
Assisted Take Off) jets.  The Kikka had a projected range 
of 1778km and armed with 2 30mm cannons and up to 
500kg of bombs. 

 

 
 

 

*(Value) Interception combat. 

Availability:  When Japan develops Jet technology 

 
 

Nakajima G10N1 Fugaku  [Heavy Strategic Bomber] 

 

The Nakajima G10N1 “Fugaku” 
was a heavy strategic bomber 
concept.  The design called for a 
bomber that could depart from 
the Japanese Kurile Islands, 
strike the United States and then 
land in German occupied France 
for rearming. 

 

*(Value) Interception combat. 
 

Availability:  When Japan develops heavy strategic bombers and long range aircraft 
and has built at least 2 long range strategic bombers. 

Heavy Strategic Bomber: The G10N1 is a heavy strategic bomber per Global War-2
nd

 
edition rules. 

Unit Attack Defense Move Cost 

G10N1 Fugaku Carpet Bombing (3)* 3 18 17 
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Ho-Ri III  [Tank Destroyer] 

 
The Ho-Ri is a Japanese tank destroyer design inspired 
by more effective German designs, specifically the 
Elephant.   This slow and heavily armored vehicle would 
have mounted a 105mm 
main gun. 

 

 

 

Availability:  When Japan develops heavy armor 

Target Selection: 1-3 (armor) 

 

 

Type 5 Chi-Ri  [Medium Armor] 

 
The Chi-Ri is a late war Japanese medium tank designed 
to combat the American Sherman.  The Chi Ri featured a 
75mm main gun (with plans to fit it with an 88mm).  Its 
secondary armament was a 
37mm gun. 

 

 
 
 

Availability:  The Japanese can build the Type 5 Medium Tank in January 1944.  

 

 

Unit Attack Defense Move Cost 

Ho-Ri 5 6 2 6 

Unit Attack Defense Move Cost 

Chi-Ri 6 6 2 6 
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Type 3 Ho-Ni III  [SP Artillery/Tank Destroyer] 

 
The Ho-Ni IIII was a tank destroyer 
and self-propelled artillery gun in 
service with the Japanese Army 
during World War III.  The improved 
design of this vehicle featured an 
enclosed casemate.  The vehicle 
mounted a 75mm main gun. 

 

 

Availability:  The Japanese can build the Ho-Ni III starting January 1944. 

Artillery: The Ho-Ni IIII is an artillery unit, having first strike, and 1:1 infantry pairing as 
per Global War 2

nd
 Edition 12.0. 

Target Selection: 1-2 (Armor-Class Units) 

Unit Attack Defense Move Cost 

Ho-Ni III 3 3 2 5 

Summary Table 

 Unit 
Attack 

(Interception) 
Defense 

(Interception) Move Cost Notes 

 K-200 
  Jet Seaplane 5 5 6 10 

Requires Long Range Tech 

Target Selection 1-2 (Naval) 

Seaplane 

 J8N1 Kikka 
  Jet Fighter 8 (5)* 8 (5)* 4 12 Standard Jet Fighter 

 G10N1 
  Heavy Bomber 

Carpet 

Bombing (3)* 
3 18 17 

Require Heavy Strategic Bomber and 

 Long Range Aircraft technology 

 Ho-Ri III 
  Tank Destroyer 5 6 2 6 

Requires Heavy Armor technology 

Target Selection 1-3 (Armor) 

 Chi-Ri 
   Medium Armor 6 6 2 6 Available January 1944 

 Ho-Ni III 3 3 2 5 
Target Selection 1-2 (Armor) 

First Strike 
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Seaplanes: 

 
A seaplane is an aircraft for all game purposes (except for 1.2 below) and 
may not land on water.  It is required to land in a coastal zone.  
Seaplanes may not land on aircraft carriers or use air bases. 

 
A seaplane treats a naval base as if it were an air base, allowing it to 
scramble, extend its range and reinforce a territory from a base captured 
this turn. 

 
A seaplane may land in a zone captured this turn in combat so long as 
that zone contains a (recently captured) naval base or seaplane base. A 
seaplane that participated in combat could land in such a zone in non-
combat movement. However; such a seaplane could not fly a combat 

mission without enough movement points to return to a friendly zone.  (Note: The Do-X included in 
this set is not a combat seaplane.) 

 
Seaplane Bases: 

 
Sea plane bases were important facilities throughout the 1920s and 
1930s.  Seaplanes were opened up new and quicker routes to areas in 
the Pacific and South America where there were no serviceable 
airfields.  Seaplanes were an important part of all national arsenals in 
World War II to provide maritime patrol, anti-submarine duties, search 
and rescue, and other duties. 

 
A Seaplane Base is a facility that can act as an airbase for seaplanes.  
Like a regular air base, it allows seaplanes that begin there to add one 
to their movement.  A seaplane base also allows up to 3 seaplanes to 
“scramble” from the base and participate in a naval battle in an adjacent 
sea zone. 

 
A seaplane base can sustain 3 damages before it is removed from the map and must be rebuilt.  It 
can be repaired if it has one or two damages.  A seaplane base costs 3 IPP. It has no inherent anti-
aircraft guns.  It requires one turn to build. 
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Appendix A: Seaplanes and Seaplane Bases 
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Global War 1936-1945 - The Ultimate 

War Game  

Welcome to the Global War game family. Global War is 

a strategic level war game - one of the most heavily 

supported and expanded games on the market. Visit 

our website to see our full line of games, expansions, 

markers, units and other accessories.  

You can find Global War 1936-1945 here.                    

You can view our Global War expansion sets here. 

You can view more Global War expansion sets here. 
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